The xylophone consists of flat pieces of wooden board tuned to a pentatonic scale with resonators underneath each note. The bars are struck with wooden beaters giving hard clattering sounds of definite pitch. The instrument is commonly used in the Dagati and Sissala districts.
The gong-gong {dawuru) consists of a single or a double iron hollow bar which is beaten with a wooden beater. Two bell-like tones are produced, which set the funda mental rhythm of the music. Nearly all the instruments are beautifully decorated.
Women are not allowed to play most of the instruments, especially the drums. Their duty is to accompany the orchestra by singing, dancing and clapping. The African orchestra mainly performs dance music, which is traditional and almost always in the form of folk poetry.
African orchestras are most active during specific social occasions; such as funeral ceremonies, enstoolment and destoolment of chiefs, national and tribal festivals. There are also orchestral performances for fighting and hunting dances as well as horse-dancing.
In Akan territory, it is usual for the talking drum player to start the orchestra by playing a drum message to call the players to prepare themselves. This drum signal is traditionally called "Esotto asorn porow", meaning "the shaking of the elephant's ear." The following is an example:-Adawura K ofi, ma wo ho mmere so. "Adawura Kofi, rise up and display." (Adawura Kofi is the name of the person who was supposed to be the founder of the gong-gong instrument).
This dope, the gong-gong player starts to beat the chief rhythm of the music and control the tempo. He is followed by the "Paso" drum player who beats a second rhythm. Then the talking drum player, the most important of them all, follows up. He controls the whole orchestra. After this, the "Fontamfram" player supplies a deep and forceful foundation of tone to the music. If this drum orchestra is to be accompanied by pipes or flutes, then these instruments join in last.
It is the duty of the talking drum player both to start and to stop the orchestra. He stops the orchestra by playing a different and disconnected rhythm which is out of keeping with the rhythm of the music being played.
The different dance rhythms played by the various instruments of the orchestra can be written in the form of a score. An example of such a score called "Ahenemma Asaw" (the dance for the children of a Chief) is shown. 
